2015 CIP / NE10 Spring Exam #2 - Issued 3/2/15
Return Date 3/31/15
CIP – Return to econlan@snet.net
NE10 – Return to richdemayo@verizon.net
	
  

1. 3rd and 5 from the B-40. With 0:20 remaining in the 2nd Quarter, the QB muffs the snap. He
then picks up the ball at the B-43 and spikes it to the ground to stop the clock.
2. 1st and 10 at the A-23. Team A has only 10 players in the huddle. As the huddle breaks, wide
receiver A89 realizes he is supposed to be in the game. He immediately steps onto the field and takes
his position about 2 yds. inside the sideline nearest his bench. The ball is snapped and the runner
advances to the A-30.
3. 2nd and 17 at the A-40. A31 is positioned to receive a backward pass at the A-36 when B55
blocks him below the waist. The QB scrambles and throws a pass to A87 who is tackled at the A-49.
4. 3rd & 4 from the B-34. Late in the 2nd quarter, the runner runs around the end, is hit and driven
out of bounds at the B-32. When the game clock is stopped it reads 2:00.
Clock Status?
5. 4th and 12 at the A-34 Team A’s field goal attempt is partially blocked at the NZ. The ball is
rolling on the ground untouched when B12 muffs the ball at the B-5. A87 recovers the ball at the
B-3. Clock Status?
6. 2nd & 11 at the A-34. Before a legal forward pass is thrown beyond the NZ, B18 holds eligible
A81 at the A-45. The incomplete pass is not catchable.
7. 2nd and 8 at the B-23. During the 1st possession of overtime, Team B intercepts a legal forward
pass at the B4. The interceptor’s momentum carries him into the end zone where he downs the ball.
8. 1st and 10 at the 25. During the 1st possession of overtime, Team B intercepts Team A’s pass and
returns the interception for a score. After the interception, a Team B player holds at the B-10.
9. 2nd and 6 at the B-16. During the 1st possession of overtime, Team A’s pass is intercepted by
Team B. During the return, Team B fumbles and the ball is recovered by Team A and advanced to
the B-9.
10. 2nd and 8 at the B-23. During the 1st possession of overtime, Team B intercepts a legal forward
pass at the B6. The interceptor’s momentum carries him into the end zone where he downs the ball.
11. 1st and 10 at the 25. During the 1st possession of overtime, Team B intercepts Team A’s pass and
returns the interception to the A-40. After the interception, a Team B player holds at the B-10.
12. 2nd and 6 at the B-16. During the 1st possession of overtime, Team A’s pass is intercepted by
Team B. During the return, Team B fumbles and the ball is recovered by Team A and advanced for a
touchdown.

13. 3rd and 8 at the B-23. During the 1st possession of an overtime series, Team B intercepts Team
A’s pass and returns the interception for a touchdown.
14. 3rd and 8 at the B-23. During the 2nd possession of an overtime series, Team B intercepts Team
A’s pass and returns the interception for a touchdown.
15. 3rd and goal at the B-9. During the 2nd possession of an overtime series, Team A’s field goal is
blocked at the line of scrimmage and recovered by Team A at the B-10.
16. Try at the B-3. During the 1st possession of an overtime series, Team A’s try is blocked and then
advanced by Team B across Team A’s goal line.
17. 2nd and 10 at the B-25. During the 2nd possession of an overtime series, Team B leads by 7
points. Team B intercepts a pass and returns the interception for a touchdown. During the return,
Team B is flagged for an illegal low block and Team A was flagged for an illegal shift.
18. Team A kickoff from the A-30. The kickoff is long and receiver B5 catches the ball at the B-5
with one foot touching the side line.
19. 3rd and 5 at the A-40. Team A “quick kicks” the ball but the kick is blocked at the line of
scrimmage. Guard A55 picks up the ball and advances to the A-44 where he is hit and fumbles. Team
B attempts to recover the fumble but muffs the ball out of bounds at the A-46.
20. 2nd and 6 at the A-48. The runner advances the ball to the B-48 where he is contacted and
fumbles the ball. The ball rolls to the B-45 touching several players. The ball takes a bounce up into
the air where airborne B43 grabs the ball, controls it and returns to the ground at the B-45 with a foot
on the sideline.
21. 4th and goal at the B-4. Team A is trailing 28 to 21 with just seconds left in the game. Running
back A44 advances to the B-2 where he is hit and fumbles. The ball rolls into the end zone where it
recovered by A38. During the play, the Team A RG holds at the line of scrimmage.
22. 3rd and 8 at the A-49 With 4 seconds remaining in the 2nd quarter, Team A’s pass is
intercepted by Team B and returned to the B-40 where Team A is guilty of piling on after the tackle.
The time in the 2nd quarter expires on the play.
23. 3rd and 10 at the A-40. Team A’s pass is caught at the B-40 by A88 who has his knees on the
ground. Team B is guilty of roughing the QB on the play.
24. Team A kickoff at the A-30. Team A’s kickoff (untouched by either team) takes a high bounce
near the sideline. An airborne Team B player possesses the kick at the B-35 and lands out of bounds
at the B-35.
25. Team A kickoff at the A-30. The kick in flight is muffed by a Team B player in his end zone and
the ball goes out of bounds at the B-3.
26. 3rd and 10 at the B-25. The Team A runner breaks free for an obvious touchdown. At the B-5, he
points the ball back toward a defender and taunts the opponent. He scores a touchdown.

27. Team A (the visiting team) kickoff at the A-30 to start the game. The visitors kick off to start the
game not wearing the required white jersey. There was no written agreement made prior to the game
for the visiting team to wear non-white jerseys. Team B returns the kickoff to the B-35.
28. 3/9 A40. A88 runs an out route at the 50. A pass to him is tipped into the air by him as he spins
and starts to fall near the sideline. While inbounds he attempts to secure the ball as he is falling. As
he is landing OOB, he bobbles the balls but gains control of it while on the ground.
29. 4/5 A40. Team player A88 is a numbering exceptions on the LOS. The ball is snapped to the
punter who throws screen pass to A88 who runs to 50. U has flag and reports a foul for illegal
formation because of the numbering exceptions.
30. A 2/10 at A25. 4Qtr time left 0:50. A – 21 B – 24. A40 is split wide right in the backfield. A10
sweeps to the right. LB B55 breaks through the line and is in pursuit of A10. As B55 is about to reach
A10, A 40, moving to his left, blocks B55 below the waist from the front between the 10-and-2 area.
A10 is outside of the low blocking zone at the time of the block.
31. Try down. LOS has no numbering exceptions, but A58 lines up on the left end of the line to the
outside of A88. Prior to the snap, A58 shifts to the right side of the formation and inside split end
A81. A14 in shotgun formation passes to A88 in EZ for 2 points.
32. 3/5 A40. A39 runs OOB at 50. At the end of play, after A39 is OOB, A76 and B77 push and
shove each other. FJ throws flag and reports a foul on A76 and B77 to R.
33. 4/G B11. A4’s unsuccessful FG strikes the ground beyond the neutral zone and bounces back
behind the NZ. B96 muffs the ball at B13 and A4 recovers the ball on the B14.
34. Fourth-and-Goal on B8. With Team B leading 17-14, 0:04 remains in the game. Team A
attempts a field goal from the B15. B31 runs from the B4, jumps at the B7, deflects the ball at
the B8 and lands on Center A55 at the B8. The kick is missed and rolls over the end line
(0:00).
35. First-and-Ten on A36. QBA10's forward pass is batted by B31 at the line of scrimmage and
the ball goes directly back into the hands of A10 who catches it at the A29. A10 then
scrambles to the A33, where he throws a pass toward End A82. A82 catches the ball at the
A46 and runs for a touchdown.
36. Fourth-and-Eight on B48. During A14’s punt B27 clipped A44 at the B41. A69 first
touches the ball at the B8 and B21 recovers the ball at the B3 and runs to the A40, where he
fumbles the ball out of bounds at the A35.
37. Fourth-and-Seven on B37. B31 muffs Kicker A14’s punt at the B4 and the ball rolls into the
end zone. B27 recovers the ball in the end zone and runs to the B5 where he fumbles the ball
back into the end zone. B67 recovers the ball in the end zone. During B27’s run B55 blocked
A75 below the waist in the end zone.
38. Third-and-Goal on B6. QBA12 is trapped and scrambles near the right sideline to the B15
looking for an open receiver. He sees End A82 being chucked by B25 in the end zone and
also Tight End A84 being blocked below the waist by B35 at the goal line. A14 is then
sacked at the B8.

39. Third-and-Goal on B3. On a quarterback sneak, QBA10 fumbles the ball at the B2 and the
ball rolls into the end zone where B51 recovers the ball, runs, and is tackled at the B2.
During B51’s run B66 clipped A46 at the B6.
40. Fourth-and-Six on B36. Flyer A42 tries to keep Kicker A12’s bouncing punt out of the end
zone by jumping from the B2 and while airborne over the end zone he bats the ball back to
the B5 where it deflects off B33 and A45 recovers the ball at the B4. During the airborne
punt A24 blocked B47 above the waist in the back at the B29.
41. Second-and-Four on B14. QBA12 throws a pass toward End A82 in the end zone. When
B31 cuts in front of A82 to intercept the ball, A82 shoves him aside. The ball deflects off
A82’s hands and B31 intercepts the ball in the end zone and runs to the B6 where he fumbles
the ball. A70 recovers the ball at the B5.
42. On a kickoff from the A30, B31 catches the ball in the end zone and runs to the B18 where
he fumbles the ball. A18, in an attempt to recover the ball, accidentally kicks the loose ball
at the B22 to the B9 where B25 recovers the ball and runs to the B35. A26 was offside on
the kick.
43. Fourth-and-Four on B12. On Kicker A14’s field goal attempt from the B19 the kick is
blocked and rolls to the B7 where A48 shoves B81 into the ball and the ball rolls to the B2,
where A36 recovers the ball. At the snap Tight End A84 and Wing Back A45 chop blocked
B36 at the line of scrimmage.
44. Fourth-and-Three on B4. QBA11 throws a pass toward End A82 in the end zone. A82
leaps for the ball near the end line and controls the ball and comes down on players, never
touching the ground, and rolls over the end line.
45. Fourth-and-Six on B26. On a field goal attempted from the B33 the kick is blocked and
rolls to the B6. B31 recovers the ball at the B6 and runs to the B22 where A46 tackles him
by the face mask. During B31’s run B65 clipped A50 at the B19.
46. Second-and-Fourteen on A45. With 0:25 remaining in the game the score is tied 24-24
and neither team has any timeouts remaining. QBA11 scrambles to the A48 where he
throws a forward pass (0:21) toward End A82 at the B47. A82 catches the ball at the B45
and runs out of bounds at the B42 (0:16) where B34 spears him.
47. On a two point try from the B3, Team B leads 20-18 with 5:08 remaining in the game.
Shot Gun QBA11 hands the ball off forward to Back A22 at the B8 and A22 muffs the ball
to the B3 where B67 bats the ball into the end zone. A38 recovers the ball near the end line
with his knee in the end zone and he then rolls directly out of bounds.
48. On a try-kick attempt from the B3, Holder A42 muffs the snap at the B9. Kicker A14
recovers the ball at the B11 and runs to the B4 where he completes a pass to A82 in the end
zone. While the ball was loose on the ground B65 tackled Tight End A83 at the line of
scrimmage.
49. Third-and-Seven on B37. QBA11 rolls out toward the sideline to the B44 where he
throws a forward pass toward End A82 near the side line at the B25. Prior to A11 releasing
the ball B41 had pushed A82 out of bounds at the B28. A82 had one foot back inbounds at
the B26 when he deflects the pass into the air. B32 intercepts the ball at the B24 and runs

for a touchdown. After scoring B32 does a “Throat Slash” while standing on the Team A
Logo in the end zone.
50. Fourth-and-Seven on B28. Team A sends Kicker A41 into the game to kick a field goal.
Team B calls a time out. Team A gets set to now kick the field goal when B41(the 12th
man on defense) is running off the field because he thinks Team B has twelve players on
the field. B 41 is at the top of the numbers when the ball is snapped and not off the field.
The kick is good.
51. Fourth-and-Eight on B38. On Kicker A31’s punt B41 signals for a fair catch at the B6
and lets the punt go over his head. The ball hits at the B4 and rolls toward the end zone.
B33 recovers the ball at the B2 and runs to the B22.
52. Fourth-and-Four on B15. Kicker A14’s field goal attempt is good. B68 was offside at
the snap. Team A accepts the penalty. On the next play QBA11 throws a touchdown pass
to End A93, after which A93 and A78 do an orchestrated dance in the end zone.
53. Fourth-and-Five on B6. Score is tied and there is 2 seconds remaining when the ball is
snapped. Kicker A21’s field goal attempt from the B13, Holder A12 catches the snap from
Center A65 and then fumbles the ball when he attempts to place the ball down for the kick.
(Time now shows 0:00), A21 recovers the ball at the B12 and throws a pass to End A83
who catches the ball in the end zone. After A83 scores, he throws the ball into the stands.
54. Third-and-Six on B36. QBA11 drops back in the pocket to the B45. B41 chucks Tight
End A82 at the B32, forcing A82 to step on the sideline at the B30. Without an open
receiver, QBA11 scrambles to the B38 and spots A82 who has returned back inbounds at
the B28. QBA11 throws a pass to A82 who catches the ball at the B25 and runs to the B18
where he fumbles the ball near the sideline. During the run after the catch, A55 clips B44
at the B20.
55. On a kickoff from the A30, B41 muffs Kicker A21’s kick at the B6 and the ball rolls
toward the end zone. A48 attempts to recover the ball at the B2 but muffs it into the end
zone. A33 and B53 simultaneously recover the ball in the end zone with A33’s leg
touching the goal line pylon. A77 was offside on the kickoff.
56. Third-and-Eight on B48. QBA11 completes a pass to End A93 at the B43 and A93
runs to the B40 where he is tackled inbounds. On the play Tackle A78 holds B55 at the
50. After the play is clearly over B55 slugs A78.
57. Third-and-Three on B8. Back A22 runs near the sideline to the B2 where he dives for
the end zone. A22 had stepped on the sideline at the B5. Team B had twelve players on the field
during the play.
58. Fourth-and-Eight on A8. On the last play of the game Team A leads 17-14. Kicker
A21’s punt is partially blocked into the air and B41 signals for a fair catch at the A34. As
the ball is coming down toward B41, A67 runs directly in front of him, causing B41 to
muff the ball. B52 recovers the ball at the A38.
59. Third-and-Six on B26. Back A22 runs to the B22 where he fumbles the ball. A66
recovers the ball at the B19. During A66 run, B33 blocks low and from behind on
A47, but no flag is thrown. After the play A47 runs up to the Line Judge and swears

in his face and points his finger toward his face, because he thought he had been
clipped.
60. Fourth-and-Eight on A22. On Kicker A41’s punt B31 makes an invalid fair catch
signal at the B35. As B31 moves into position to catch the ball at the B38, B58
blocks A68 into him which causes him to muff the ball at the B39. B43 recovers the
ball at the B29 and runs for a touchdown.
61. Third-and-Three on B17. Team A trails 22-20, the game clock is running, with less
than a minute remaining and neither team has any timeouts remaining. Back A32
runs to the B13 where he is tackled inbounds. Team A is in a hurry up offense and
gets set, when Shot Gun QBA11 spikes the ball down in front of him at the
B18(0:20).
62. Third-and-Four on B14. Team A leads 10-7, the game clock running, and both
teams are out of timeouts. Team A breaks the huddle with 12 players and A12 then
leaves the field. Team A, hurrying to get a play off, gets set over the ball and
QBA11 throws a touchdown pass to End A83, while A12 is two steps inside the
sideline.
63. Third-and-Seven on B17. QBA11 hands off to Back A22 at the B20. A22 runs
with his head down to the B14 where he is hit helmet to helmet by B31, is spun
around, keeps his feet, runs, and is tackled by B52 at the B12 A22 then gets up
and spikes the ball. After he spikes the ball he gives a “throat slash” to his opponent.
64. Fourth-and-Six on B36. B41 steps away from Kicker A21’s airborne punt near the
B8. A42 then catches the ball at the B6, takes two steps toward the goal line and
then fumbles the ball at the B 4. The ball rolls into the end zone where B52 recovers
the ball.
65. Third-and-Six on B16. QBA11's forward pass is simultaneously controlled near the
end line in the end zone by airborne End A82 and B31. Both have control of the ball
when they land in the end zone, with B31's feet in the end zone and A82’s feet
landing on top of players. They then go immediately out of bounds over the end
line.
66. Third-and-Four on B33. QBA11 lines up but erroneously puts his hands under
Right Guard A66. Center A55 snaps the ball to Tail Back A43 who runs to the B29.
B68 was offside at the snap.
67. Third-and-Four on B24. QBA11 throws a forward pass toward End A82 who muffs
the ball into the air at the B11 and B21 intercepts the ball at the B8 and runs to the
B29 where he fumbles the ball. A59 recovers the ball at the B31 and runs to the
B10. Just after A11 released the ball unblocked B63 tackled him at the knees.
68. Fourth-and-Nine on A21. At exactly the same time, B21 blocks Kicker A41’s punt
at the A10, B32 runs into A41. The ball rolls to the A38 where A68 kicks the ball to
the A49. B10 recovers the ball at the A49 and runs to the A8 where he fumbles
the ball out of bounds at the A2.
69. Third-and-Five on B15. QBA11 hands off to Back A22 at the B19 and A22 runs to

his right, stops, and throws a half back option pass toward End A83 in the end zone.
A83 jumps and controls the pass while airborne near the end line. B42 overtly
shoves A83 out of bounds over the end line and when A83 hits the ground he still
controls the ball.
70. Second-and-Six on B26. QBA11 hands off to I-Back A33 who runs off right
tackle to the B20. During the run Up Back A22 blocks B55 low at the B27 as Right
Guard A76 blocks him high.
71. First-and-ten on B25. In overtime Team A decides to try a field goal on first down
from the B25 with the score tied 14-14. Kicker A14’s kick is blocked behind the line
of scrimmage and A17 recovers the ball at the B27 and runs to the B26 where he
throws a touchdown pass to End A84 in the end zone . A17’s body was at the B26
and his throwing arm and the ball at the B25 when he released the ball.
72. First-and-Ten on B20. After faking a handoff up the middle to Back A22, QBA11
drops back in the pocket to the B29. Line Backer B41 tackles A22 at the B19 at the
original right guard position. QBA11 then is sacked by B62 who grabbed and
released his face mask at the B31.
73. Second-and-Twelve on B22. B41 intercepts QBA11's pass at the B2 and his
momentum carries him into the end zone. B41 decides to run it out, is trapped and
tries to hand the ball forward to Teammate B32 in the end zone. However, they muff
the handoff into the air and B53 catches the ball in the end zone and runs to the B14
where A68 tackles him by the face mask.
74. Third-and-Seven on A5. QBA11 drops back in the pocket into the end zone, but
can’t find an open receiver, so he hands the ball forward to Tackle A78 who runs
to the A19 where he fumbles the ball. B58 recovers the ball at the A22 and runs
to the A6 where he fumbles the ball. A64 recovers the ball at the A3. During
B58’s run B89 held A69 in the end zone.
75. Fourth-and-Seven on A9. With the score tied 24-24 and 24 seconds remaining,
Punter A21 muffs the snap and the ball rolls into the end zone where A21
recovers the ball and runs to the A6 where he punts the ball as B63 runs into him.
The punted ball goes to the A28 where A55 muffs the ball. B41 recovers the ball
at the A29 and runs to the A2. Time, expires during the play.

